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Check out Pat McNees's three websites: All three are plain-Jane and a little like Fibber McGee's closet (for those old enough to get the image of "stuffing everything in") but they will take you to essential and often surprising information, articles, stories, and topics.
• Writers and Editors (useful links on many subjects of great importance to writers, editors, self-publishers, and independent publishers)
• Dying, or Aging with Grace  (not in that order! Resources on death, dying, loss, grief, and positive aging) This website grew from my book Dying, a Book of Comfort but expanded backward, to include illness, medical care, health problems, chronic conditions, how to stay healthy, health care financing, and related topicsl. 
• Pat McNees Personal site of writer-editor Pat McNees, personal historian and medical historian, bringing a light touch to heavy subjects, helping people and organizations tell their life stories.






















A real-life love story




















Book of the week: Who Stole the American Dream? by Hedrick Smith.  Listen to him on the Kojo Nnandi  show and if you're like me you'll want to read the book. 





















Also interesting: Financial Advisors Selling Bogus Advice? Skipping $4 lattes will save you some money — but buying into bogus financial advice won't. Finance journalist Helaine Olen says many of the so-called 'financial experts' are selling you advice to make themselves rich. She discusses her book, Pound Foolish: Exposing the Dark Side of the Personal Finance Industry with host Michel Martin.













































Pat McNees
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Writer, editor, personal historian























Pat's book  about the history of psychiatry, wrapped around the story of one particularly interesting university department (cover art by Linda Carmella Sibio), paper, $49.95; hardcover, $59.95





















Click here to order from Amazon: Changing Times, Changing Minds: 100 Years of Psychiatry at the University of Maryland School of Maryland. Any orders through Amazon links bring a small commission to this site.

An unrelated Changing Times, Changing Minds tee shirt (James Concannon and Antoni Porowski) was sold out when I tried to order it. 




















Maryland's Long Commitment to Patient Care Chronicled by Lynne Lamberg, Psychiatric News 2-4-11 (story about department quotes from the book).




















Writers and Editors   (Pat McNees's guide to resources for writers, editors, and publishers).




















"Be yourself; everyone else is taken."
~ Oscar Wilde




















“All sorrows can be borne if they can be put in a story.” 
~ Isak Dinesen





















"I have drunk from wells I did not dig, I have been warmed by fires I did not build." 
~ Anonymous
























Quick Links














Order your signed copy of DYING: A BOOK OF COMFORT











My Chosen People, by Abigail Rasminsky
(a modern story about an old holiday)













Great search links











Writers and Editors 
(links for writers, journalists, editors, independent publishers, and writing students)













National Do Not Call Registry
Registering NOT to receive telemarketing calls (also on your cell phone)

























Forgetfulness ("The name of the author is the first to go") the Billy Collins' poem so many of us can identify with













Great multimedia goodies on the Web











Overheard in New York











OrganDonor.GovOrgan Donor Basics











Religious views on organ donations (OrganDonor.gov)























Unclaimed Goods and Missing Money











U.S.newspapers (by state)











WorldCat (find book in library near you)











Online comic generator











Useful medical websites











United States Institute of Peace











Nieman Storyboard 
(with links to good narrative nonfiction)













Perpetual calendars
(and make your own)











Acronym finder











Check for drug interactions











Web pages that suck 
(biggest Web design mistakes 1995-2015)













Memoirs and the Truth, by William Loizeaux (Christian Science Monitor)











Fats, explained (Robert L. Volpe, Washington Post)











Library elf (nifty service for heavy users of libraries)











Freecycle (recycling goods locally)











TerraServa (get an aerial view of your neighborhood)











New Formulas for America's Workforce: Girls in Science and Engineering











Direct Gardening Association (formerly Mail order gardening)  











World clock











Gardening by Mail











Power Reporting (research tools for journalists), Bill Dedman











Librarians' Index to the Internet











Merriam-Webster dictionary, thesaurus
(hear the word pronounced!)











Online dictionary (Onelook)











Currency conversion











Federal agencies directory (LSU)











Arts and Letters Daily











FactCheck (holding politicians accountable)











Technology websites for girls











Judith Moyer’s “Step by Step Guide to Doing Oral History”











Sundance cable channel schedule (excellent movies that my local paper, the Washington Post, doesn't list for some reason)











Landmark movie links











Movie database (imdb)























USDA links











Favorite Books by Women (WNBA)























@Sree's Daily Global Covid19 Show











Reference Desk











The New York Times Book Review











Wikipedia











National Book Festival (video Webcasts, audio podcasts)























Work made for hire, explained











Indemnification clauses, dealing with











American Society of Journalists &Authors























Authors Guild



































Pat McNees
Bringing a light touch to heavy subjects
Providing critical care for life stories
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Addictive and wonderful TV and cable shows (Writers and Editors blog post) 
Great and unusual online shopping

 

[bookmark: bookmark1]A

Adding metadata to photos
Adoption issues and resources (genealogy)
African American genealogy and history
An abnormal reunion (Mennonite and Brethren serve as normal controls, NIH in 1950s, '60s)
An American Biography: An Industrialist Remembers the Twentieth Century
The anatomy of medical error 
Archival materials, Reliable suppliers of 
Archiving and preservation resources
Archiving, conservation, and preservation of valued objects, documents
Art and craft of interviewing 
The art and craft of memoir and biography (a booklist) 
Audio recording and editing equipment, software, & tutorials


[bookmark: bookmark2]B
A bad heart and housemaid's knee (Marian P's experience at the NIH Clinical Center)
Background music and sound effects
Bag lunches: Some innocent truths about school lunch
The beneficial effects of life story and legacy activities
Big picture, The: Genealogy 
Biographies (multimedia)
Biography group (Washington, WBG)
Books about genealogy
Books for book groups
Books to help you get started writing your own (or someone else's) life story) 
---Anthologies of guided autobiography (GAB) and reminiscence
---The art and craft of memoir and biography (a booklist) 
---Guided Autobiography (GAB) and reminiscence groups
---Memoirs, Healing, and Self-Understanding (a booklist)
---Memoir Writing As Discovery (a book list)
---Writing from Memory Prompts (a book list)
---Writing Personal and Family Histories (a book list)
The boy in the plastic bubble 
Buffalo Gap Dance Camp
Building 10 at Fifty: 50 Years of Clinical Research at the NIH Clinical Center
By Design: The Story of Crown Equipment ("the BMW of forklifts")

[Back to Top] 
[bookmark: bookmark3]C
 Capturing family voices
Caviar, Tips for buying 
Céilís and Irish set dances
Central issues of our time 
Changing Times, Changing Minds: 100 Years of Psychiatry at the University of Maryland School of Medicine (McNees)
Chicks in academia: women and girls in science
Cleaning and laundry products  (a shopping list)
Clean, safe, adequate water supply (Issues)
Clearing permissions(Writers and Editors site)
Clearing rights and finding rightsholders (Writers and Editors site)
Clothing, online shopping sites
Contemporary Latin American Short Stories
Cool science sites for young people
COVID-19 (learning about the pandemic)
Creeping toward exclusivity
[bookmark: bookmark4]D
Dancing: A Guide to the Capital Area
Databases, searchable (genealogy and family history)
Dating -- again (midlife "first dates")
Daylight Saving Time (What's wrong with this U.S. tradition?) 
Difference between a preface, foreword, and introduction
Disaster Preparedness and Prevention (Cool science sites for children) 
DNA testing (genetic genealogy),
Documentaries
Dry cleaning, The truth about


[bookmark: bookmark5]E
Ethical wills, examples of
Ethical wills, general 
Ethical wills, Why people are creating 
Eulogy for Eleanor  (Pat's mom)



[Back to Top] 
[bookmark: bookmark6]F

Family history materials, Organizing and preserving 
Family stories 
Family trees (genograms)
Finding background music and sound effects for video biographies, podcasts, presentations, blogs, etc.
Finding maiden names and female ancestors
Finding photographs and other images
Finding vintage music from a particular year or place
Finding your roots (the big picture)
Foreword, preface, and introduction, The difference between
Folk dancing, contra dancing, and square dancing in DC area
Food shopping, online
Footwear and foot health (a shopping guide)
From Generation to Generation (PDF, Dara Kahn's story about Pat's memoir writing classes)

 

[bookmark: bookmark7]G
Gardening tools, a shopping guide 
Genealogical and other historical resources 
Genealogical research, The joys and perils of
Genealogy and family histories (the big picture)
Genealogy and family history databases, sites
Genealogy and family history resources, More
Genealogy and history, Miscellaneous 
Genealogy, Books about
Genealogy gateway sites (leading you where you need to go)
Genealogy-related TV shows
Genealogy resources
Genealogy resources, European
Genealogy resources, Irish and UK 
Genealogy resources, Jewish
Genetic genealogy (DNA testing) 
Getting started, saving life stories
Girls and science
Girls go to physics camp
Great and unusual online shopping

[Back to Top] 

[bookmark: bookmark8]H
A Hairstyle of My Own  (tongue in cheek video, Pat McNees)
Health, beauty, and comfort (a shopping guide)
Hispanic girls learn computer-assisted design—and English
Historic newspapers, online
 History databases
History timelines
Holocaust resources
Holocaust, Stories from the 
Homework without tears
Household tools and gadgets (e.g., a universal battery tester tool)

How to buy upholstered furniture 
How to capture family stories and voices 


[bookmark: bookmark9]I
Immigration debate, The
Index for Comfortdying.com site
Index for Pat McNees website
Index for Writers and Editors website
Internet safety (Cool science sites for children) 
Interviewing, art and craft of
Interviewing, Artful journalistic (Writers and Editors site)
Interviewing (Capturing family voices)
Interviewing children, especially about trauma and catastrophic events (Writers and Editors site)
Interviewing, Good books about 
Interview questions and guides (What to ask in a life story or oral history interview)
Interviews, recording, by phone (Writers and Editors site)
Interviews, venues for  (Writers and Editors site)
Interviews with authors  (Writers and Editors site)
Interviews with authors (Paris Review) 
Irish and UK genealogy resources
Issues central to our times 

[Back to Top] 
[bookmark: bookmark10]J
Jewish genealogy resources

[bookmark: bookmark11]K
Keepsakes, Preserving 
Kitchen tools, devices (a shopping guide)


[bookmark: bookmark12]L
Learning communities
Learning styles
Legacy letters
Letters and letter collections
Life story interviews
Love at first waltz(Cheryl Kollin)


[bookmark: bookmark13]M
Maiden names and female ancestors, Finding
McNees, Pat (short bio) 
Medical links for smart patients and caregivers
Memoirs, Writing your 
Mighty Girls (Women in Astronomy) 
Military records, history, and archives
Music and sound effects for video biographies, podcasts, etc. 
Music for funerals and memorial services
Music, Sources for


[bookmark: bookmark14]N
National Institutes of Health (NIH)
New Formulas for America's Workforce: Girls in Science and Engineering (Pat McNees for National Science Foundation)
NIH Clinical Center
No more teacher's dirty looks (homework without tears)

[Back to Top] 

 [bookmark: bookmark15]O
 Online newspaper archives (historic newspapers)
Online shopping, Great and unusualOral history as social history
Oral history, Books about doing
Oral history collections online
Oral history interviews, Transcribing
Oral history, online guides to doing
Oral history, Stories about 
 Order of front and back matter in a book
Organizations for genealogists, genealogy buffs, and family historians 
Organizations for oral historians
Organizing and preserving photos, family history materials

[Back to Top] 
[bookmark: bookmark16]P
Personal historians help ordinary people tell their life stories 
Pest control (a shopping list)
Photographs and images (sources for)
Photohistories, Making personal(making photohistories)
Photos, Adding metadata
Photos, documents and images (scanning) 
Photos, Guides to scanning, digitizing, and editing for video and multimedia (Writers and Editors blog)
Photos, Organizing and preserving (making photohistories) 
Photos, Scanning 
Popular history (books)
Popular history online
Portobello mushrooms, What to do with 
Preface, foreword, and introduction, The difference between
Preserving family and national treasures

Prisons: What's wrong with America's prison system (Issues)


[bookmark: bookmark18]R
Reforming the U.S. health care system (www.comfortdying.com)
Russia's bad behavior (Issues)

[Back to Top] 
[bookmark: bookmark19]S
Scanning photos, documents, images
Scared speechless? Join Toastmasters
Searchable genealogy databases
Selling your diamonds: fact vs. fantasy
Sexual misconduct and unwanted sexual and gender-biased behavior, issues with  
Shopping online, Great and unusual 
 Sissies, tomboys, and gender identity 
Starting a small business
STEM  (girls in science, technology, engineering and math)

Storytelling 
Student debt problem, Addressing the national
 Swing, Lindy, jitterbug, shag

 

[bookmark: bookmark20]T
 Teens and alcohol 
Telling your story 
Telling your story (articles, stories, websites, other resources)
Timelines, archives, genealogical and other historical resources
Tips for buying caviar
Toastmasters(Scared Speechless)
Transcribing oral history interviews
Travel planning, packing, and bargains
Tributes (multimedia)
The truth about dry cleaning

[Back to Top] 
[bookmark: bookmark21]U
Upholstered furniture, How to buy
U.S. and Canadian census records (and related resources) 
U.S. immigration records, Ports of entry
U.S. land and residential data


[bookmark: bookmark22]V
Video biographies, tributes
Video documentaries
Vintage music, Finding


[bookmark: bookmark23]W
Waltzing
Washington Biography Group (WBG)
Water, Issues about (Issues)
What’s wrong with America’s prisons?(Issues) 
Why Janie can't engineer: Raising girls to succeed
Why so few women work in STEM
Women in Astronomy
Writing your memoirs

 

[bookmark: bookmark25]Y
YouTube learning channels to subscribe to
YPO: The First 50 Years 
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Pat (center) with Eduardo and Vicky Zemborain at a conference of the late, great Association of Personal Historians
























Pat McNees, receiving Blue Pencil Award for Best Writer's Portfolio from National Association of Government Communicators (NAGC)






Pat McNees 
Helping people and organizations 
tell their stories

"Providing critical care for life stories"


Click on the following titles to learn more about some of Pat's books:

Histories of organizations:
* Changing Times, Changing Minds: 100 Years of Psychiatry at the University of Maryland School of Medicine
* Building Ten at Fifty: 50 Years of Clinical Research at the NIH Clinical Center by Pat McNees
* By Design: The Story of Crown Equipment Corporation (often cited as a model of a compelling company history, showing how a focus on stories about and the people in the company, and photos, can bring to life the story of a product like a lift truck--in this case, the BMW of lift trucks)
*YPO: The First Fifty Years. "A fascinating book that tells the story of the Young Presidents' Organization (YPO). It started when Ray Hickok, just 27 and having returned from World War II, had to take over a family business when his father died. He brought together other young men like himself and the rest is history--told by a skilled writer about those turbulent times that set in place this nation's economic dominance. Members and former members (you're out when you hit age 50) will particularly enjoy this book. Among the YPO members were people like Lloyd Bentsen, Bo Callaway, J.B. Fuqua, Sir John Templeton, Robert and Lawrence Tisch, and many others who became legendary business leaders." (reviewer Alan Caruba). Check out selections from and about the book.

[Back to Top] 




































Anthologies
* DYING: A Book of Comfort. Healing Words on Loss and Grief, ed. Pat McNees.   "Pat McNees is one of my favorite writers," said Barbara Greenman, former executive editor of book development at the Literary Guild. "She put heart and soul into the project we did together, the anthology Dying: A Book of Comfort. Instead of using only her own experience helping her dying father, she researched the literature, found out (or intuited) what people facing a death or bereavement might need to read, and after finding an amazing amount of wise and wonderful material did a beautiful job shaping it into a gem of a book, which has helped many, many people. She was realistic about publishing realities, easy to work with, and knowledgeable and thorough about copyright and permissions (she teaches a course on the subject). Most important, she managed to make readers feel that dealing with a death could be a life-affirming experience. Over my 20 years here, Dying is the book I am most proud of publishing."

DYING made the 25th anniversary list of favorite books by women, compiled by the Women's National Book Association (Washington).
*My Words Are Gonna Linger: The Art of Personal History ed. by Paula Stallings Yost and Pat McNees, with a foreword by Rick Bragg
* Contemporary Latin American Short Stories, compiled and edited by Pat McNees, in print since 1974.

Personal histories
* An American Biography: An Industrialist Remembers the Twentieth Century, by Pat McNees, with a foreword by Robert Kanigel (website description)
* Starting Over by Herman Sheets with Pat McNees
• Reflections on a Silver Spoon: How a Foodie Found Home by Kim Firestone (Kim wrote it, Pat coached and edited, and My Special Book (in Buenos Aires) designed and produced the book).
•  Plus others privately published and not available to the public. 

Other works
• Dancing: A Guide to the Capital Area (much of it now available on this website)
• New Formulas for America's Workforce: Girls in Science and Engineering by Pat McNees for the National Science Foundation (read online or download free here).
An unexpected bestseller for the National Science Foundation. New Formulas for America's Workforce: Girls in Science and Engineering went through its entire first printing in five weeks (plus an amazing 102,000+ downloads of the book, most of them in PDF format). Important findings from 225 NSF-funded projects on how girls learn -- and learn to love (or hate and avoid) --science, engineering, and technology; on how women and "women's ways of knowing" are needed to fill national gaps in science, engineering, and technology; and on what can be done to improve science learning for girls and women. Click here to read Pat's Washington Post story, "Why Janie Can't Engineer," on how to hook girls on science. 
[Back to Top] 






















Building Ten at Fifty
50 Years of Clinical Research at the NIH Clinical Center

In her first medical history, [bookmark: bookmark2]Building Ten at Fifty: 50 Years of Clinical Research at the NIH Clinical Center (2003), Pat wrote about the patients, the researchers, and the medical mysteries investigated in the NIH Clinical Center, better known at the National Institutes of Health as Building 10. Part research hospital, part ambulatory care center, Building 10 is the home base for clinical research (research involving human patients) of the various national institutes. 

Many scientists on NIH's Bethesda, MD, campus do basic research; Building 10 is where intramural researchers from the various institutes see patients. The addition this year of an upgraded hospital, the Mark O. Hatfield Clinical Research Center, makes Building 10 the second largest federal building in the country, next to the Pentagon. It contains half the research beds in the United States and is the largest, most important biomedical research complex in the world. It is an invaluable resource for patients with rare diseases, or common diseases for which the NIH is developing and testing new treatments, and it is a key training center for clinical researchers all over the world.

The most fascinating thing about the Clinical Center is the patients who go there, who increasingly find their way to the Clinical Center through the Internet and through patient advocacy groups and the groups that form to discuss how to deal with a particular disease. (Often their conditions are difficult to diagnose, and increasingly they help their doctors find a diagnosis.) 

Pat has received several awards for her history of the Clinical Center, Building Ten at Fifty. "I could write about Building 10 for years," says Pat. "I don't know who is more fascinating, the patients or the researchers. You have never seen so many brilliant, dedicated, and hard-working people in one place. Even the patients are well-informed. That's part of the mystique of the place. Pioneering work, which Building 10 is designed to facilitate, is being done on a thousand different fronts."  Read an excerpt published for the Center's 50th anniversary. 

"If you walk out the door to my office, on the right you walk into my laboratory, out the door to the left you walk around to the ward," says Steve Rosenberg, a pioneer in immunotherapy as a treatment for cancer patients for whom standard treatment options have failed. "It's a marriage of science and clinical practice that exists nowhere else. This hospital is a jewel in the medical universe.'" The close proximity of laboratories and research beds encourages the flow of ideas from the laboratory bench to the bedside and back again, and the critical mass of expertise, dedication, and sheer intelligence creates an environment in which both basic and clinical research thrive. Pat also executive produced a 15-minute video emphasizing the Center's partnership with its patients. You can read part of Pat's history of the Clinical Center (in a program for the employees' celebration) online--or click on "Bench to Bedside and Back" and watch the video online.

Another of Pat's books was an unexpected bestseller for the National Science Foundation. New Formulas for America's Workforce: Girls in Science and Engineering went through its entire first printing in five weeks (plus an amazing 102,000+ downloads of the book, most of them in PDF format). Important findings from 225 NSF-funded projects on how girls learn -- and learn to love (or hate and avoid) --science, engineering, and technology; on how women and "women's ways of knowing" are needed to fill national gaps in science, engineering, and technology; and on what can be done to improve science learning for girls and women. Click here to read Pat's Washington Post story, "Why Janie Can't Engineer," on how to hook girls on science.

 "Pat McNees is one of my favorite writers," said Barbara Greenman, former executive editor of book development at the Literary Guild. "She put heart and soul into the project we did together, the anthology Dying: A Book of Comfort. Instead of using only her own experience helping her dying father, she researched the literature, found out (or intuited) what people facing a death or bereavement might need to read, and after finding an amazing amount of wise and wonderful material did a beautiful job shaping it into a gem of a book, which has helped many, many people. She was realistic about publishing realities, easy to work with, and knowledgeable and thorough about copyright and permissions (she teaches a course on the subject). Most important, she managed to make readers feel that dealing with a death could be a life-affirming experience. Over my 20 years here, Dying is the book I am most proud of publishing."

DYING made the 25th anniversary list of favorite books by women, compiled by the Women's National Book Association (Washington).



















Readers have praised insights into (and stories about) psychiatry and mental health care Pat's Changing Times, Changing Minds: 100 Years of Psychiatry at the University of Maryland School of Medicine (published December 2010). The generously illustrated book has been described as a history of psychiatry in the United States wrapped around the story of one unusual department (geared to researching, and serving patients with, serious and persistent mental illness, especially schizophrenia, among people who can't afford private treatment). The original intent was to publish an oral history of the department, but an unpublished manuscript about psychiatry from the years 1910 to 1960 turned up, a planned twenty interviews turned into eighty, and the story was too good and complex to do as oral history so it is more like narrative nonfiction. And it is fascinating as medical (and social) history. (See more about this book here.)



















An abnormal reunion (Pat's story in The Scientist, March 2008, about Mennonite and Brethren volunteers who served as normal controls at NIH in the 1950s and 1960s, often in lieu of military service)















Writers and Editors (Pat's website for colleagues who write and edit, or aspire to do so)















Links to the various national institutes and centers of health
















Story about Pat's life writing classes (Dara Kahn, B'nai B'rith)
(514 KB)


































[bookmark: bookmark3]
My Words Are Gonna Linger: The Art of Personal History 
ed. by Paula Stallings Yost and Pat McNees, 
with a foreword by Rick Bragg

"At last, a collection that shows the 'why, what, and how' behind memoir as legacy." 
~ Susan Wittig Albert, author of Writing from Life, founder of Story Circle Network


A great gift for that person whose life stories should be recorded or told but who keeps saying, "Who cares what happened in my life?" Read excerpts here and click here to order directly from the Association of Personal Historians. Backstories about the process of getting the stories into print will be of particular interest to those who want to help others tell their life stories. [Go Top] 























Pat's latest organizational istory







[bookmark: bookmark1]History of psychiatry

Changing Times, Changing Minds: 100 Years of Psychiatry at the University of Maryland School of Maryland
by Pat McNees
Foreword by Anthony F. Lehman, MD, MSPH
Softcover, $49; hardcover, $59
582 pages, 196 photos
Cover art by Linda Carmella Sibio

The Department of Psychiatry at the University of Maryland has one of the largest psychiatric training programs in the country--with, at any given time, about eighty psychiatric trainees, not all of them full time. The department currently has a full-time, steady-state faculty of about one hundred, with another hundred volunteer faculty. Maryland's chief local rival is Johns Hopkins, across town. Hopkins has a much smaller program, chiefly people more interested in academic psychiatry. Most of the people who come to Maryland come to train to become practitioners.

What started early in the twentieth century as a decentralized apprenticeship model of training in community-based clinics evolved into a formal system of training as part of mainstream American medical education. Psychiatric training, which had initially been community-based (especially in child psychiatry), moved to academic medical centers--except for psychoanalytical training, which maintained an arm's-length relationship with, and a steady distrust of, the academy. There was a shift from psychodynamic and psychoanalytic preeminence in the 1950s and 1960s to evidence-based medicine in the 1980s; from almost exclusively psychotherapeutic interventions to a major emphasis on psychopharmacology combined with psychosocial approaches; from psychotherapy provided chiefly by psychiatrists to a multidisciplinary approach, including psychosocial and vocational rehabilitation, provided by various kinds of health care workers; from a hospital-based system, emphasizing maintenance and containment of individuals with chronic and persistent mental illness, to a patient-centered model for mental health, with an emphasis on hope and recovery. Patients for whom even professionals early in the twentieth century had used such terms as idiot, feeble-minded, lunatic, and insane, had by the end of the century become patients, clients, and consumers of mental health care -- individuals who were dealing with a mental illness or disorder, but were not defined by it.  

The psychotropic drugs were slow in gaining acceptance, but when they did, psychiatry probably overpromised what they could deliver. Expecting a cure, and criticized for violating patients' civil rights, states all around the country began emptying their public psychiatric hospitals and cutting their mental health budgets, thinking medication would end the need for expensive state institutions. The community psychiatry that in the early 1960s raised hopes for a community-based alternative to hospitalization far from home failed to live up to expectations, partly because the funding to deliver it did not materialize and the approaches to making it work had not been developed. But Maryland did not empty all of its state hospitals, and in the mid- to late 1970s several idealistic members of the department stepped into positions of power in the state mental health authority, initiating a state-university collaboration called the Maryland Plan (chapter 6), which transformed training for psychiatric residents and state psychiatrists and replaced negative attitudes about working for the state with a sense that this was where the action was.

Changes within psychiatry often reflect what is going on in society itself, and the social consciousness that characterized the 1960s and 1970s was reflected in the social psychology that emerged then, focused somewhat more on the externals of a patient's life, helping to restructure or reposition that life in a social--including family--environment. In the last thirty years, that evolved into the department's strong emphasis on hope and recovery--on developing, evaluating, and disseminating treatments to improve the quality of life for people for whom decades ago there had been little hope.
From early on, but particularly starting in the 1970s, the department has focused on treating patients with severe and persistent mental illness who could not afford private care. "That's probably a major theme in the identity of the department from its inception," says Tony Lehman, current chair of the department. In particular, many of the department's research programs began to focus on severe mental illness, especially schizophrenia, potentially one of the most disabling and persistent of illnesses--one that both the patient and the family must live with. There is also more emphasis now on recovery--on developing, evaluating, and disseminating new treatments--offering new hope for patients and their families.

  [Go Top] 

Click here to order from Amazon: Changing Times, Changing Minds: 100 Years of Psychiatry at the University of Maryland School of Maryland



















Order form for Changing Times, Changing Minds (McNees)
(77.1 KB)





















Contemporary Latin American Short Stories





[bookmark: bookmark4]
Contemporary Latin American Short Stories

selected and with an introduction by Pat McNees
(Ballantine Books, a division of Random House)


Stories included: 
Joaquim María Machado de Assis, Midnight Mass
Rubén Darío, The Case for Señorita Amelia
Leopoldo Lugones, Yzur
Horacio Quiroga, How the Flamingoes Got Their Stockings
Rómulo Gallegos, Peace on High
Miguel Ángel Asturias, Legend of “El Cadejo”
Jorge Icaza, Big Precipice
Juan Bosch, Two Dollars Worth of Water
Jorge Amado, Sweat
Roberto Arlt, Small-Time Property Owners
Jorge Luis Borges, Death and the Compass
Alejo Carpentier, Journey Back to the Source
Octavio Paz, The Blue Bouquet
Julio Cortázar, Letter to a Young Lady in Paris
João Guimarães Rosa, The Third Bank of the River
Juan José Arreola, I’m Telling You the Truth
Augusto Roa Bastos, The Vacant Lot
Hernando Téllez, Just Lather, That’s All
Adolfo Bioy Casares, A Letter About Emilia
María Luisa Bombal, The Tree
Juan Rulfo, Talpa
Carlos Fuentes, The Doll Queen
Gabríel Garcia Márquez, Balthazar’s Marvelous Afternoon
José Donoso, Paseo
Clarice Lispector, The Imitation of the Rose
René Marqués, Island in Manhattan
Juan Carlos Onetti, Welcome, Bob
Mario Benedetti, Gloria’s Saturday
Pedro Juan Soto, The Innocents
Guillermo Cabrera Infante, Nest, Door, Neighbors
Norberto Fuentes, Honor Cleaned
Mario Varga Llosa, Sunday
Manuel Puig, A Meeting
Abelardo Castillo, Ernesto’s Mother
José Agustín, Mourning

Click here to order Contemporary Latin American Short Stories[Back to Top] 























STARTING OVER by Herman Sheets with Pat McNees







[bookmark: bookmark5]Selection from 
Starting Over 
by Herman Sheets with Pat McNees


"Ironically, one of our commercially successful projects led to a major Navy program, thanks to a secret ride that Rickover took on the Aluminaut."
We decided to take Admiral Hyman Rickover by rental car from the hotel in Miami to Miami Beach, where Bill Jones had rented a motorboat -- again, not too fancy and not too skimpy but entirely shipshape and captained by an extremely efficient retired Navy Chief -- to take up to six people to the Aluminaut and back. Then Mr. Jones went in search of seedless grapes.
 
"Admiral Rickover was a frugal eater, but with a fondness for grapes. Early in his history with submarines, crews provided him with grapes when he toured a vessel. As he toured, munching grapes, his mind was always on submarine tests and other important events on his schedule, so he would spit the seeds and sometimes the skins on the floor. Submarine skippers prided themselves on having perfectly clean submarines for the acceptance tests, which Admiral Rickover attended, so the specifications were changed: Admiral Rickover was to be provided only with seedless grapes with edible skin. Bill Jones was having trouble finding seedless grapes, as most of them had been shipped north and only a few specialty fruit stores had them. After he found the grapes, Mr. Jones drove me to the airport for my flight back to Groton. My plane left 10 minutes before the admiral's plane arrived. 

"Apparently Admiral Rickover's trip with his assistants was a big success. On the vessel and afterward, he lectured his assistants that they could not create something so simple, rugged, and reliable for only three million dollars. Eventually it was said that his trip aboard the Aluminaut resulted in the specifications for the world's smallest nuclear research submarine, the NR-1, which was launched in 1969. The NR-1 was used for military surveillance and marine research at mid-ocean depths (3,000 feet). In the early 1970s, Reynolds donated the Aluminaut to the Science Museum of Virginia."
~~~
From Chapter 4,  "My Years at Electric Boat." Herman, who was in charge of Electric Boat's R&D on nuclear submarines and other Electric Boat products, managed to survive in that position despite Admiral Rickover for many years. Click here to order STARTING OVER 
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